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Remote Control for Remote Touch Wall Switch 

 

Package: 

1 x Remote control 

1 x User manual 

 

Specification: 

Operating Voltage: DC 3V; Two AAA batteries  

Remote Distance: ＞20m 

Operating environment: -30~50℃, ≤95%RH 

Frequency: 433.92MHz                                   

Remote Control Lamps: 40pcs 

Dimmer control lamps: 8pcs 

Scene Mode: 8 different Scenes Setting 

 

Button: 

Scene setup button: OK/SET  

Scene number: SCENE1, SCENE2, SCENE3, SCENE4; 

Room number button: ROOM1, ROOM2, ROOM3, ROOM4; 

Single light control button: 0-9 

Dimmer control button: 7, 9, + Dimmer —  

Power button: all-off  

Other buttons will be upgraded later 

 

Operation instruction: 

First choose a room number and press it, like ROOM1. When the light is on, touch the switch until you hear the “Di” sound. 

Then press any one light control button (0-9); if you hear a “Di” sound, which means the success of matching code. 

Match more switch with repeating process 1 and 2 in scene setting. 

Note: Same operation as dimmer remote switch, 7/9 control on/off of the dimmer switch matched, press ＋/－ to dim the light. 

 

Notes:  

You can set 8 remote control codes at best for each gang switch, if you try to set more than 8, when you match the ninth key with the switch, it will 

automatically replace the first code.  

Each room can control 10 lights, which means 4 rooms can control 40 lights. 

Do not press buttons frequently, 3seconds at intervals. 

Please empty batteries when long-time no use 

 

Cancel procedure: 

If you want to cancel one button of remote which you have registered: 

First, you make a continuous pushing on the switch until the “bip” sound (5 seconds approximately), this is one “bip” you heard, then push a button on 

remote controller, after that, you will hear two continuous “bip”. 

 

Scene setting: 

Note: The remote controller can set the effective lights only when the switch has been matched by the remoter controller. 

1 Press “OK/SET” button about 3s, and then you hear four “Di” sound from each wall switch which you have matched, for example: if you match five 

gang switches, it will produce twenty “Di” sounds. 

2 Turn on or off the lights which had matched with controller before, the switch can memory the last situation. For example, 1-5 lights have been 

matched in ROOM1, 1, 3, and 5 are on, 2 and 4 are off, push one scene button, such as SCENE1 button. SCENE1 is the scene of 1, 3, 5 turning on, 

2 and 4 turning off. 

 

Cancel scene setting: 

For example, cancel above set scene1: 

1. Choose Room number, for example, Room1 

2. Keeping touch on “OK/SET” button, about 3s 

3. Then you hear four “Di” sound from each wall switch which you had matched 

4. Press SCENE1, two “Di” sounds means you have cancel the scene1 

 

 

 


